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 DB2 V8 manuals assume NFM 

 DB2 utilities suite uses DFSORT 
◦ INFO APARS II14047, II14213, II13495 

 ORDER BY qualified column name 

 DB2 treats certain large fixed-strings as 
varying-length strings 

 Location name has to be specified 

 Type-1 indexes not supported 

 DGTTs require 8K bufferpool 

 System level point in time recovery requires 
DFSMS and ESS flashcopy 

 



 DB2 V8 manuals assume NFM 

 DB2 utilities suite uses DFSORT 
◦ INFO APARS II14047, II14213, II13495 

 Enhanced support for scrollable cursors 
◦ No temporary database storage required 

 Changes to space allocations for DB2 
managed datasets 

 Changed default value for DESCRIBE FOR 
STATIC 
◦ DESCSTAT defaults to YES – Check driver usage 



 Changed data length and type for some 
catalog columns 
◦ Check catalog queries 

 Change data types and lengths for some 
special registers 

 Encoding schemes of string parameters for 
routines 

 RUNSTATS jobs require dynamic allocation of 
sort work datasets 

 More history statistics collected 
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 Consider increasing IDBACK and CTHREAD 

 New EDM statement cache  
(page 337) 

 Consider changing EDM pool size 

 Rebinding DSNACOLN and database metadata 
stored procedures 

 Language COMPJAVA no longer supported for 
Stored Procedures 

 Support for DB2 SPAS deprecated 
 



 Pre-compilation for unsupported compilers 

 Specify the APOST pre-compiler option when 
the CCSID is either 1026 or 1155 

 New SYSIBM.SYSROUTINES column for 
encoding scheme 

 LANGUAGE REXX sets program_type column 
in SYSIBM.SYSROUTINES 

 DB2 start-up and pre-compilation require a 
user-supplied DSNHDECP module 



 New data-only load module DSNHMCID 
contains EBCDIC CCSIDs for message 
conversion, must be available to utilities and 
applications 

 CCSIDs in DSNHDECP must be valid 

 New stored procedure behavior 

 External SPs and UDFs can now return any 
SQLSTATE 

 Programs called by an SP require packages 

 Port of entry name changed 

 



 New name for Type-1 inactive threads 
◦ Inactive DBATs 

 Type-2 inactive threads now referred to as 
inactive connections 

 Column names and labels for statements 
involving UNION 
◦ UNION_COLNAME_7=YES 

 MAXROWS must have a value of 1 on ALTER 
DSNDB06.SYSSEQ 

 V8 requires IRLM V2.2 

 

 



 New name for Type-1 inactive threads 
◦ Inactive DBATs 

 Detailed tracking of memory usage disabled, 
enable SMF 89 if needed for high level 

 Views might be marked with regeneration 
errors – Migration Step 25 

 NEW ZPARMS and ZPARMS with NEW DEFAULT 
VALUES (page 323 Installation Guide) 

 

 



 Change default ZPARM values if needed 

 DSN8EXP deprecated, use DSNAEXP as explain 
SP 

 Using ALTER TABLE SET COLUMN TYPE to 
change length of VARCHAR column and 
column is part of index places index in 
REBUILD PENDING 

 Redundant DISTINCT removed from SELECT 
DISTINCT statements 

 

 



 DB2 V8 issues error for column names 
greater than 30 bytes of UTF-8 

 Maintenance required for z/OS migration 
utilitiy 

 More space for dumps 

 Workfile space increase required during 
migration 

 Local DATE/TIME EXITS if a value of LOCAL 
specified on DSNTIP4 

 

 

 


